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(57) ABSTRACT 

A computer implemented method and system of change 
evaluation of an electronic design for verification confirma 
tion. The method has the steps of receiving the electronic 
design comprised a Subcomponent, employing a banked sig 
nature of data representative of the Subcomponent, receiving 
a review request of the Subcomponent, generating a current 
signature of the data representative of the Subcomponent and 
determining a difference of the current signature and the 
banked signature. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM OF CHANGE 
EVALUATION OF ANELECTRONIC DESIGN 

FORVERIFICATION CONFIRMATION 

BACKGROUND 

0001. The method and system are generally related to the 
Verification of analog and mixed signal integrated circuits. 
0002 Electronic design automation (EDA) is software for 
designing electronic blocks. There are several broad types of 
electronic signals, components and blocks, digital, analog 
and a mixture of digital and analog termed mixed signal. The 
electronic design generally comprises at least one of the fol 
lowing levels of circuit information, a system level, an archi 
tectural level, a dataflow level, an electrical level, a device 
level and a technology level and the like. 
0003 Digital signals have discrete input and output values 
“0” and “1”, occurring at discrete time values, typically tied to 
a clock signal. Digital components which input and output the 
digital signals typically have static pin outs and interaction 
protocols. Digital blocks comprised of the digital compo 
nents have well established and well documented physical 
layouts and electrical interactions. The simulators for digital 
blocks are discrete time event driven simulators. 
0004 Analog signals generally have continuous input and 
output values that may vary over time. Analog components 
typically have customizable layouts, in order to modify 
inputs, outputs, triggers, biases, etc. Therefore, due to cus 
tomization, analog blocks comprised of the analog compo 
nents, may not have well established or well documented 
physical layouts or electrical interactions. The simulators for 
analog blocks generally necessitate continuous time domain 
simulators. 
0005 Mixed signal blocks are a combination of digital 
signal blocks and analog signal blocks within a component 
being simulated. The most common options available for 
simulation are to simulate the component as a grouping of 
analog blocks, or, to separately analyze the analog compo 
nents/blocks and the digital components/blocks and translate 
the inputs and outputs at the boundaries of the digital and 
analog domains for inter-domain communication. 
0006. Within EDA there are two broad categories of cir 
cuit review that are related, simulation and verification. Simu 
lation is a numerical solution set that predicts the behavior of 
a circuit. Verification is the systematic pursuit of describing 
the behavior of a circuit under relevant conditions (functional 
Verification) and over manufacturing process variation (para 
metric verification). Therefore, verification generally neces 
sitates a much more extensive review of the circuit, its oper 
ating conditions and manufacturing operation variations than 
a simulation. It is possible to run a large number of simula 
tions without verifying to any significant degree the function 
ality of a circuit. Verification is the mathematical modeling of 
circuit behavior and evaluation of circuit performance over a 
range of conditions. Ultimately, the measure of Success of 
verification is to report how well the circuit design complies 
with the circuit specification. Analog and mixed signal veri 
fication methodology is struggling to keep pace with the 
complexity, cost, and computational demands of ever-grow 
ing analog and mixed signal circuits. 
0007. The number and complexity of verification test 
cases grows with the complexity of analog and mixed signal 
designs. Additionally, simulation speed decreases and 
memory utilization increases as the size of the circuit grows. 
Thus, the computational processing-power to verify a circuit 
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may dramatically increase with circuit complexity. To make 
this issue more painful, verification occurs at the end of the 
design cycle where schedule delays are perceived to be most 
severe. Thus, Verification is an activity that generally neces 
sitates a significant amount of simulation processing-power 
for a small part of the overall design cycle, and the efficient 
use of verification resources is generally necessitated to meet 
time to market demands. 
0008 Today’s complex verification solutions specifically 
focus engineering on the verification activity to ensure that 
the operation of the circuit is fully and efficiently verified 
under pertinent conditions. This focused analog and mixed 
signal verification is much more manual and experience 
driven than digital verification. This sporadic interactive ana 
log verification leaves companies at risk. There is a long felt 
need for a more automated procedure to determine whether 
changes have occurred, their importance and the effect on the 
remainder of the circuit. 
0009 Robust verification of analog and mixed signal cir 
cuits generally necessitates a significant investment in test 
benches, performance analysis routines, and macro-models 
that may be used to accelerate the simulations. The complex 
ity of this collateral grows with the complexity of the analog 
and mixed signal integrated circuits. As a design team adds 
design resources it also needs to add verification resources, 
adding to the cost of the design. The efficient use of those 
resources becomes paramount due to the inevitable time con 
straints that are imposed at the end of the design cycle, when 
companies are trying to get a product to market. 
0010. The current technology trajectory within the elec 
tronics manufacturing industry is to move more and more 
toward single chip designs, called Systems on a Chip (SoC). 
Most systems on a chip generally necessitate some level of 
mixed signal verification. As mixed signal designs continue 
to increase in size and complexity, this places additional 
burdens on Verification to insure first pass design Success and 
reducing time-to-market. Although the complexity of analog 
and mixed signal ASIC design has aggressively followed 
Moore's law, innovations in design verification generally 
have not. 
0011 Valuable design time and compute resources as well 
as expensive simulator resources may be specifically focused 
by the disclosed method for achieving targeted coverage on 
non-equivalent changes rather than the current ad-hoc 
approach. The method identifies areas that need to be re 
verified and provide nearly immediate feedback to the design 
team and design management. Improving test coverage effi 
ciency (i.e., not wasting simulation time) allows more effi 
cient use of resources. 
0012. This disclosure is related to evaluating changes to an 
electronic design for confirming verification for analog and 
mixed signal (A/MS) application specific integrated circuits 
(ASICs). Analog and mixed signal integrated circuits exist in 
many modern electronic devices, and these circuits needs to 
be verified through simulation prior to fabrication. Aspects of 
Verification confirmation include determining whether a 
change occurred, if a change did occur, did it result in an 
equivalent circuit, and if the change occurred and the circuit is 
not equivalent, what are the Subsequent effects on the overall 
circuit. 
0013 Therefore the disclosure implements improved veri 
fication efficiency through determining whether a change has 
occurred, determining whether the modified circuit is equiva 
lent and to determine the subsequent effects of the circuit 
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modification. These and other potential advantageous, fea 
tures, and benefits of the present disclosure may be under 
stood by one skilled in the arts upon careful consideration of 
the detailed description of representative examples of the 
disclosure in connection with the accompanying drawings. 

SUMMARY 

0014. There is provided according to one example and its 
aspect of the present disclosure of a method of change evalu 
ation of an electronic design for verification confirmation that 
has the steps of receiving the electronic design comprised of 
a Subcomponent and employing a banked signature of data 
representative of the subcomponent. The example has the 
steps of receiving a review request of the Subcomponent, 
generating a current signature of the data representative of the 
Subcomponent and determining a difference based upon the 
current signature and the banked signature. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0015 The present disclosure will be more clearly under 
stood from consideration of the following detailed descrip 
tion and drawings in which: 
0016 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a computer sys 
tem Suitable for practicing the instant disclosure; 
0017 FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a computer net 
work system suitable for practicing the instant disclosure; 
0018 FIG. 3 depicts an example Low Voltage Dropout 
(LDO) circuit; 
0019 FIG. 4 depicts an example amplifier circuit; 
0020 FIG. 5 depicts a test bench pin out for an amplifier; 
0021 FIG. 6 depicts an example hierarchy: 
0022 FIG. 7 depicts an example hierarchy showing a 
modified subcomponent and the effected lineal subcompo 
nents within that design representation; 
0023 FIG. 8 depicts a general example hierarchy: 
0024 FIG.9 depicts an instance parsed example test hier 
archy; 
0025 FIG. 10 depicts a first example design configuration 
for a power management integrated circuit; 
0026 FIG. 11 depicts a second example design configu 
ration for a power management integrated circuit; 
0027 FIG. 12 depicts a third example design configura 
tion for a power management integrated circuit; 
0028 FIG. 13 depicts a first example of change evaluation 
of an electronic design for verification confirmation; 
0029 FIG. 14 depicts a second example of change evalu 
ation of an electronic design for verification confirmation; 
0030 FIG. 15 depicts a third example of change evalua 
tion of an electronic design for verification confirmation; 
0031 FIG. 16 depicts a computer program product of 
confirming verification based on change evaluation of an 
electronic design that has been Subject to modification; 
0032 FIG. 17 depicts a computer-based system of con 
firming verification based on change evaluation of an elec 
tronic design that has been Subject to modification; 
0033 FIG. 18 depicts a method of difference determina 
tion; and 
0034 FIG. 19 depicts a first example of equivalence evalu 
ation for Verification confirmation; 
0035 FIG. 20 depicts a second example of equivalence 
evaluation for verification confirmation; 
0036 FIG. 21 depicts a third example of equivalence 
evaluation for verification confirmation; 
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0037 FIG. 22 depicts a fourth example of equivalence 
evaluation for verification confirmation; 
0038 FIG. 23 depicts a fourth example of equivalence 
evaluation for verification confirmation; 
0039 FIG. 24 depicts a schematic of a PMIC testbench1 
configuration; 
0040 FIG. 25 depicts a first example of a design configu 
ration of the design hierarchy for PMIC testbench1: 
0041 FIG. 26 depicts a second example of a design con 
figuration of the design hierarchy for PMIC testbench1; and 
0042 FIG. 27 depicts a fifth example of equivalence 
evaluation including test bench configuration for verification 
confirmation. 
0043 References in the detailed description correspond to 
like references in the various drawings unless otherwise 
noted. Descriptive and directional terms used in the written 
description Such as right, left, back, top, bottom, upper, side, 
et cetera, refer to the drawings themselves as laid out on the 
paper and not to physical limitations of the disclosure unless 
specifically noted. The drawings are not to scale, and some 
features of examples shown and discussed are simplified or 
amplified for illustrating principles and features as well as 
advantages of the disclosure. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0044. The features and other details of the disclosure will 
now be more particularly described with reference to the 
accompanying drawings, in which various illustrative 
examples of the disclosed subject matter are shown and/or 
described. It will be understood that particular examples 
described herein are shown by way of illustration and not as 
limitations of the disclosure. Furthermore, the disclosed sub 
ject matter should not be construed as limited to any of 
examples set forth herein. Rather, these examples are pro 
vided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete, 
and willfully convey the scope of the disclosed subject matter 
to those skilled in the art. The principle features of this dis 
closure may be employed in various examples without 
departing from the scope of the disclosure. 
0045. The terminology used herein is for the purpose of 
describing particular examples only and is not intended to be 
limiting of the disclosed subject matter. Like number refer to 
like elements throughout. As used herein the term “and/or 
includes any and all combinations of one or more of the 
associated listed items. Also, as used herein, the singular 
forms “a”, “an', and “the are intended to include the plural 
forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. 
It will be further understood that the terms “comprises'. 
and/or "comprising when used in this specification, specify 
the presence of Stated features, integers, steps, operations, 
elements, and/or components, but do not preclude the pres 
ence or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, 
operations, elements, components, and/or groups thereof. 
Also, as used herein, relational terms such as first and second, 
top and bottom, left and right, and the like may be used solely 
to distinguish one entity or action from another entity or 
action without necessarily requiring or implying any actual 
Such relationship or order between Such entities or actions. 
0046 Cost of entry barriers into analog and mixed signal 
IC design is endemic especially to fabless companies that are 
developing ASIC intellectual property in the form of pack 
aged ASICs or modules to be integrated into their customer's 
Systems-on-Chip (SoCs). For example, if a fabless design 
center is staffed with five IC design engineers, equipping the 
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team with design tools is financially equivalent to quadru 
pling the staff. This is due to the high cost of ownership of the 
EDA tools, not just in annual license fees, installation and 
Support, training and the like. Reducing system use through 
intelligent change management tracking and assessment 
allows more efficient resource allocation. 

0047 Analog and mixed signal verification is time and 
compute intensive. Functionality of the circuit for various 
inputs, at various conditions and for various manufacturing 
conditions are generally necessitated to be simulated to insure 
that the circuit functions to the specifications. Overlapping 
the time and compute intensiveness of the original verifica 
tion is that multiple design teams may be reviewing or modi 
fying aspects of the design. Evaluating whether a change has 
occurred, whether this change results in an equivalent circuit 
and the Subsequent effects of these non-equivalent changes 
becomes paramount in confirming whether the circuit has 
been adequately verified. 
0048. The present disclosure addresses whether any modi 
fication of the circuit has occurred. If there has been no 
modification of the circuit, no additional verification confir 
mation issues need to be addressed although additional veri 
fications may be performed. Sometimes it is not possible to 
look at the latest update timestamp of a file to determine 
whether a modification has occurred, as opening the file may 
index the date and indicate a false positive. Generating a 
current signature for the file after it is opened allows it to be 
compared against a banked signature of the file. If there is a 
difference between the banked and current signature it may be 
inferred that an actual file change occurred. The type of sig 
natures that may be associated with a banked file may be 
cryptographic, time based, data bit based and the like, this 
signature may be banked with and stored with the file or as an 
alternative be generated on the fly. It is also envisioned that 
the current signature and or the banked signature may be 
forced to be generated by the user at the user's choosing. 
0049. After indication that a portion of the design file has 
been changed, other issues may need to be addressed. One of 
those issues is whether the indicated change results in a non 
equivalent circuit. Non-equivalencies may or may not result 
from circuit changes. If the modified circuit is analyzed to be 
equivalent, Verification confirmation issues may be reduced. 
Multiple different methods of equivalence evaluation for a 
circuit exist, Such as recognizing the structural Schematic 
differences between the original and modified subcompo 
nents, mapping of eigenvalues of the original and modified 
Subcomponents, mapping between behavioral and electrical 
domains and calculating of deviation between the behavioral 
and electrical implementation of the original and modified 
Subcomponents, mapping netlist of the original and modified 
Subcomponents, mapping the stamped matrix of the original 
and modified Subcomponents and the like. 
0050. If it is assessed that the file has indeed been modi 
fied, the extent of the effect of the design file change on the 
overall design and its verification may be assessed. Among 
the steps to address this issue comprise receiving a verifica 
tion history, tracking a lineal Subcomponent that is hierarchi 
cally related to the modified Subcomponent, providing a con 
sequence log based upon a determined difference and the 
lineal Subcomponent and assessing a verification delta based 
upon the consequence log and the verification history. The 
consequence log indicates an effect upon the electronic 
design resulting from the modified Subcomponent. A verifi 
cation delta may include any item in a specific test configu 
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ration that was affected by a change in one Subcomponent 
within that configuration that was previously verified. If the 
change in the Subcomponent affected the previous verifica 
tion output, then a verification delta is detected. 
0051. Therefore among the issue solved by the disclosed 
system and method of change evaluation is to allows more 
efficient use of computer and personnel resources, reduce the 
time lag to market and insure a more focused and thorough 
Verification confirmation. 

0.052 Computer System FIG. 1 illustrates the system 
architecture for an exemplary computer system 100 with 
which the current disclosure may be implemented. The exem 
plary computer system of FIG. 1 is for descriptive purposes 
only. Although the description may refer to terms commonly 
used in describing particular computer systems. Such as an 
IBM personal computer, the description and concepts equally 
apply to other systems, including systems having architec 
tures dissimilar to FIG. 1. 

0053 Computer system 100 typically includes a central 
processing unit (CPU) 110, which may be implemented with 
one or more microprocessors, a random access memory 
(RAM) 112 for temporary storage of information, and a read 
only memory (ROM) 114 for permanent storage of informa 
tion. A memory controller 116 is provided for controlling 
RAM. A bus 118 interconnects the components of the com 
puter system. A bus controller 120 is provided for controlling 
the bus. An interrupt controller 122 is used for receiving and 
processing various interrupt signals from the system compo 
nents. Mass storage may be provided by flash 124, DVD 126, 
or hard disk 128, for example a solid-state drive. Data and 
Software may be exchanged with the computer system via 
removable media such as the flash drive and DVD. The flash 
drive is insertable into a Universal Serial Bus, USB, drive 
130, which is, in turn, connected to the bus by a controller 
132. Similarly, the DVD is insertable into DVD drive 134, 
which is, in turn, connected to bus by controller 136. Hard 
disk is part of a fixed disk drive 138, which is connected to the 
bus by controller 140. 
0054 User input to the computer system may be provided 
by a number of devices. For example, a keyboard 142 and a 
mouse 144 are connected to the bus by a controller 146. An 
audio transducer 148, which may act as a microphone and a 
speaker, is connected to bus by audio controller 150, as illus 
trated. Other input devices, such as a pen and/or tabloid, may 
be connected to the bus and an appropriate controller and 
software. DMA controller 152 is provided for performing 
direct memory access to the system RAM. 
0055. A visual display is generated by video subsystem 
154, which controls video display 156. The computer system 
also includes a communications adaptor 158, which allows 
the system to be interconnected to a local area network (LAN) 
or a wide area network (WAN) or other suitable network, 
schematically illustrated by a bus 160 and a network 162. 
0056 Operation of the computer system is generally con 
trolled and coordinated by an operating system, such as the 
Windows and Windows 7 operating systems, available from 
Microsoft Corporation, Unix, Linux or Apple OS X operating 
system, to name a few. The operating system controls alloca 
tion of system resources and performs tasks such as process 
ing scheduling, memory management, networking, and I/O 
services, among other things. 
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0057 Computer System FIG. 2 illustrates the system 200 
in which the computer user 210 is connected to a network 212 
which in turn is connected to the cloud 214 and the compute 
farm 216. 
0058 An example schematic of a low voltage dropout 
(LDO) 300 circuit is shown in FIG. 3. The LDO has an 
amplifier Al, having an inverting input (-input), a non-invert 
ing input (+input) an output, a positive power Supply Voltage 
input +V and a negative power Supply Voltage input -V. The 
LDO circuit has a voltage in Vin and a voltage out Vout. The 
LDO has a power out block Q1, Q2 and R2. The LDO feed 
back circuit is comprised ofR3, R4, D1 and R1. The amplifier 
A1 is termed a symbol, the elements D1, R1, R2, R3, R4, C1, 
C2, Q1 and Q2 are referred to as primitives. 
0059 An example schematic of an amplifier A1 400 cir 
cuit is shown in FIG. 4. The symbol of the amplifier is com 
prised of transistors Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7 and Q8 and resistor 
R5. The amplifier Al, having an inverting input (-input), a 
non-inverting input (+input) an output, a positive Voltage 
input +V and a negative Voltage input -V. 
0060 FIG. 5 shows a test bench 500 for amplifier A1510. 
A test bench is a specific configuration of inputs, outputs, test 
conditions and the like that are run for a device to which it is 
connected. The test bench has an inverting input 512, a non 
inverting input 514, a positive power input 516, a negative 
power input 518 and an output 520. The test bench has asso 
ciated connections, power Supplies, IOS, etc. which are 
referred to as the test bench collateral. The portion around the 
periphery of the circuit is referred to as the verification har 
ness. Pin outs and the operation of the verification harness 
need to be matched to the circuit under test. 
0061 FIG. 6 shows one example hierarchy 600. Integrated 
circuit designs are managed hierarchically in order to handle 
the complexity and Volume of information. For analog and 
mixed-signal integrated circuit designs, design engineers 
often interpret the design as a hierarchy of schematics how 
ever, multiple representations of the design data may typi 
cally be utilized to release the design to the manufacturing 
process. The operational amplifier shown in FIG.5 may rep 
resent one such example. The design may be contained in a 
library comprising the cells and the various design represen 
tations at the different levels of the hierarchy. In this example, 
the library 610 may contain the top cell 612, in this case the 
operational amplifier, and primitive device types used in the 
design such as NMOS 614 and PMOS 616 transistors. In this 
example, the top cell has three design representations: a sym 
bol view 618 such as the symbol for the op amp used in FIG. 
5, a schematic view 620 of the individual devices that com 
prise the op amp, and a layout view 622 that may include the 
shapes and layers to generate a mask set for production. 
Placed inside the schematic view may be the symbols of 
primitive devices. Specific primitive devices may be placed 
multiple times with either the same or different values for 
parameters such as width and length. These placements are 
considered an instance of that device. More complex 
examples of design hierarchies may be seen in FIGS. 8-12. 
0062 FIG. 7 depicts an example hierarchy within the 
design representation 700. For instance, if A1 710 is the 
schematic of a Power Management Integrated Circuit (PMIC) 
design that contains a placement of B1 712 which is the 
schematic view of a low dropout regulator. B1 contains a 
placement of C2 714 which is a schematic view of an ampli 
fier and feedback loop. The C2 schematic view may include a 
schematic view of an amplifier D3. If the schematic view for 
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D3716 is changed, any evaluations performed that contained 
D3 are now suspect and need to be re-evaluated. Therefore 
evaluations using Al, B1, and/or C2 are suspect as well as 
evaluations performed on D3. More detailed examples may 
be seen in FIGS. 8-12. 

0063 FIG. 8 shows a general example hierarchy 800 of a 
device under test, DUT. The hierarchy is arranged according 
to levels, A, B, C and Device and according to instances 1, 2 
and 3. The connecting lines indicate which representations 
are connected throughout the hierarchy for a specific verifi 
cation. Within level and instance, multiple view types may 
exist. The examples illustrate some possible hierarchical con 
figurations and are not intended to limit the cases and views or 
view types. 
0064 Integrated circuit design hierarchy is the represen 
tation of integrated circuit designs utilizing hierarchical rep 
resentations. This representation allows for more efficient 
creation of complex designs that may include millions of 
components such as transistors, resistors, and capacitors as 
well as the metal lines that connect the devices. The design 
hierarchy representation used at any given point in the design 
process may vary based on the design step being performed 
and the type of design function Such as analog, digital, or 
memory. 

0065. In the case that a design is to be manufactured, a 
layout of the design is created so that a representation may be 
mapped. This mapping allows patterns to be created on indi 
vidual levels of the mask sets to allow design manufacture. In 
general, the design flow to create the layout representation is 
very different for analog as compared to digital functional 
blocks and Subsystems. 
0.066 Early in the design process, there may be large por 
tions of the design that are designed for the first time and do 
not have any existing layout representations. Other portions 
of the design may already have been proven, and these may be 
represented at a higher level of abstraction or may include the 
layout representation. 
0067. Some common types of design representations 
referred to here as views may comprise various view types. A 
Schematic view type is a picture of components or blocks 
with connectivity shown by lines or nets and connections to 
other levels of the hierarchy through pins. A Spice view type 
is a representation of a component and its associated param 
eters, possibly including a specific device model that will be 
instantiated into the spice netlist. An LVSExtract is a view 
type that is created by a tool analyzing the layout view and 
reverse engineering the individual components and connec 
tivity. Variations of this type of view may also include 
extracted parasitic components resulting from the physical 
layout that were not drawn by the designer. A Layout view 
type is a representation of the specific geometries including 
routing for that portion of the design. A Verilog view type is a 
text file that is in standardized Verilog format. A Verilog-A 
view type is a text file in standardized Verilog-A format. A 
Verilog-AMS view type is a text file in standardized Verilog 
AMS format. View type names may be different depending on 
the electronic design automation tool provider. 
0068. Other types of view types may help organization and 
readability of the hierarchy. As an example, graphic design 
tools such as Schematic capture systems may use a symbol 
view type for the graphic that is placed. The symbol may 
contain pins that connect the instance through the hierarchy as 
well as a drawing that indicates the function of the block. 
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Examples include common symbols for operational amplifi 
ers, basic digital gates, transistors, resistors, and the like. 
0069. Further adding to the complexity of description, a 
given block at a level of the design hierarchy may include 
multiple views of the same view type. An example would be 
different verilog representations of a given block, for 
instance, one with annotated timing based on the layout, one 
with estimated timing, one without timing, or different levels 
of design representation Such as gate-level or register transfer 
level RTL. Similarly, an analog view may have numerous 
schematic views for instance, one that will map to the final 
transistor-level design, one that includes placement of behav 
ioral blocks for higher level modeling, one that may include 
parasitic elements from the layout, one that includes interface 
elements between analog and digital blocks for mixed-signal 
simulation. Also, for analog blocks there may be multiple 
Verilog-A or Verilog-AMS model views for the same block 
where models include different functionality and accuracy 
based on the purpose of different simulation exercises. These 
multiple views and view types are mapped into configurations 
that are used for a specific task or analysis. 
0070. Often view names are created to provide hints for 
what types of analysis a specific view may be useful. View 
names may include those listed hereinafter and the like. A 
Schematic is a schematic view including the placement of 
blocks that may be evaluated at the transistor level or at some 
level of the hierarchy such as a behavioral model. A Schemat 
ic behavioral is a schematic view that comprises behavioral 
elements. A Schematic parasitics is a schematic view that 
includes parasitic components extracted or estimated from 
the layout. A Spice is a spice view that includes the informa 
tion implemented in a netlist and a component for a specific 
analog simulator. A Behavioral va is a text view in the Ver 
ilog-A format that models a specific block for an analog 
simulator that may evaluate Verilog-A, and a Behavioral 
vams is a text view in the Verilog-AMS format that models a 
specific block for a mixed-signal simulator that may evaluate 
Verilog-A and Verilog. 
0071. In the specific example shown in FIG. 8, Test bench 
1, with device under test A1, Instance 1, would be defined 
based on the following configuration, A1. Instance 1 and B1, 
Instance 1 are modeled with a Schematic level model. B2, 
Instance 1 is modeled with a Schematic behavioral model, 
and C1, Instance 1 and C2 Instance 1 are modeled using a 
Schematic model. C1, Instance 2 and C3, Instance 1 are 
modeled with a Schematic behavioral model. At the bottom 
of the hierarchy Device 1, 2 through X, instances 1,2 and 3 are 
modeled using Spice. 
0072. In the specific example shown in FIG. 8, Device 1, 
Instance 2 is a dummy device and therefore would not change 
the simulator matrix. Device 1. Instance 2 is placed in the C1, 
Instance 1 schematic connected as a dummy device and is 
therefore not part of the A1. Instance 1 matrix that would be 
stamped in the simulator. 
0073. Whether a change necessitates a verification to be 
rerun is determined in part by the connections through the 
hierarchy. In this specific example for Test bench 1, device 
under test A1, Instance 1, if Device 1, Instance 2, Schematic 
view is changed the simulator would not need to be rerun, 
since the device is a dummy device and would not modify the 
matrix that would be stamped into the simulator. 
0074. With a view to FIG. 8, C1, Instance 1 Schematic 
view forms part of the configuration of the simulator model, 
if it is changed and the change is Substantive enough to affect 
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the simulator matrix, Testbench 1 would need to be rerun. C1, 
Instance 2 Schematic view would not form a part of the 
configuration of the simulator model example; therefore, if it 
is changed, Test bench 1 would not need to be rerun. 
0075. At a more abstract level, if C1, Schematic view is 
changed, therefore changing the schematic view in Instance 1 
and 2, which affects a change in the information stamped in 
the simulator matrix, Test bench 1 would need to be rerun. If 
a non-substantive change to C1, Schematic view is made for 
example by adding a comment and no change is made to the 
information stamped by the simulator in the matrix, Test 
bench 1 would not need to be rerun. It is apparent that deter 
mining whether a change was made to a configuration and the 
effect of the stamping of the matrix, may have a large effect on 
the number of necessitated verification runs. 
0076 FIG.9 shows some of the different model views that 
may be chosen from for modeling a power management chip 
PMIC 900. The PMIC has Schematic and Schematic behav 
ioral levels. The LDO, LDO Enable Control and Battery 
Supervisor are defined at the Schematic, Schematic behav 
ioral and Behavioral vams levels. The Voltage Reference, 
LDO Feedback and LDO Comparator are defined at the Sche 
matic and Behavioral va levels. The LDO Amplifier is 
defined at the Schematic and Schematic parasitics levels. 
The Behavioral Amplifier and Behavioral Bias are defined at 
the Behavior va level. The LDO Control Logic is defined at 
the Schematic and Verilog levels, and Devices 1 through X are 
defined at the Spice level. 
0077 FIG. 10 shows a test hierarchy for a power manage 
ment chip 1000. The figure illustrates a portion of the hierar 
chy if a Spice primitive component configuration is defined. 
Device 1. Instance 2 is a dummy device in this model and 
would not change the simulator matrix. 
0078 FIG. 11 shows a test hierarchy for a power manage 
ment chip 1100. The figure illustrates a portion of the hierar 
chy for one possible mixed configuration with some analog 
behavioral level models, some Verilog representations and 
Some Spice primitive components. 
007.9 FIG. 12 shows a test hierarchy for a power manage 
ment chip 1200. The figure illustrates a portion of the hierar 
chy if a behavioral configuration is defined. 
0080. In one example, FIG. 13 illustrates a computer 
implemented method of change evaluation 1300 of an elec 
tronic design for Verification confirmation, comprising the 
steps of, receiving 1310 at least one subcomponent of the 
electronic design and employing 1312 a banked signature of 
data representative of the at least one Subcomponent. The 
computer implemented method further comprises the steps of 
receiving 1314 a review request of the at least one subcom 
ponent, generating 1316 a current signature of the data rep 
resentative of the at least one Subcomponent and determining 
1318 a difference based at least in part upon the current 
signature and the banked signature. The computer imple 
mented method further comprising the step of updating the 
banked signature to match the current signature based at least 
in part upon the determined difference. The banked signature 
may be a cryptographic signature, a timestamp, a bit copy or 
the like. The electronic design is envisioned to be analog, 
digital or mixed signal. 
I0081. In another example, FIG. 14 illustrates a computer 
implemented method of change evaluation 1400 of an elec 
tronic design for Verification confirmation, comprising the 
steps of receiving 1410 the electronic design comprised at 
least in part of a hierarchy having at least one Subcomponent 
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and receiving 1412 a banked signature of data representative 
of the at least one Subcomponent. The computer implemented 
method further comprises the steps of generating 1414 a 
current signature of the data representative of the at least one 
subcomponent, determining 1416 a difference based at least 
in part upon the current signature and the banked signature 
and tracking 1418 at least one lineal Subcomponent that is 
hierarchically related to the at least one Subcomponent in 
response to the determined difference. A hierarchical rela 
tionship is one in which another Subcomponent is linked to 
the modified Subcomponent, and is affected by the change in 
the Subcomponent. This change in a linked Subcomponent is 
referred to as a lineal Subcomponent since it is in the lineage 
of the changed Subcomponent. 
0082. The computer implemented method of FIG. 14 may 
also comprise the steps of determining a verification history 
of the electronic design, receiving a verification history of the 
electronic design and receiving at least one modification of 
the at least one Subcomponent. The computer implemented 
method may also comprise the steps of evaluating an equiva 
lence of the at least one Subcomponent and the at least one 
modified Subcomponent, providing a consequence log based 
at least in part upon the determined difference, the evaluated 
equivalence and the at least one lineal Subcomponent. The 
consequence log indicates an effect upon the electronic 
design resulting from the at least one modification of the at 
least one Subcomponent. The computer implemented method 
may also comprise the step of determining a verification delta 
based at least in part upon the consequence log and the veri 
fication history. The at least one Subcomponent may comprise 
a definition that has multiple levels of abstraction, where the 
at least one lineal Subcomponent is for a higher level of 
abstraction and where the at least one lineal Subcomponent is 
for a lower level of abstraction. The consequence log is a set 
of testbenches in the hierarchy that represents a configuration 
of design. If certain items are changed from a first to a second 
time the associated test benches need to be rerun. A test bench 
is a specific configuration of inputs, outputs, test conditions 
and the like that are run for a device to which it is connected. 
The example may additionally comprise the step of generat 
ing the current signature is performed in response to at least 
one user's request. 
0083. In a further example, FIG. 15 illustrates a computer 
implemented method of change evaluation 1500 of an elec 
tronic design for Verification confirmation comprising the 
steps of receiving 1510 the electronic design comprised at 
least in part of a hierarchy having at least one Subcomponent 
and receiving 1512 a banked signature of data representative 
of the at least one Subcomponent. The computer implemented 
method further comprises the steps of receiving 1514 at least 
one review request of the at least one Subcomponent and 
generating 1516 a current signature of data representative of 
the at least one Subcomponent in response to the at least one 
review request. The computer implemented method further 
comprises the steps of determining 1518 a difference based at 
least in part upon the current signature and the banked signa 
ture, and evaluating 1520 an equivalence of the at least one 
Subcomponent and the at least one reviewed Subcomponent. 
0084. The equivalence evaluation may comprise recogniz 
ing a structural layout of the at least one Subcomponent and 
the at least one reviewed Subcomponent, or mapping of eigen 
values of the at least one Subcomponent and the at least one 
reviewed Subcomponent, or defining mappings between 
behavioral and electrical domains and calculating of devia 
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tion between the behavioral and electrical implementation of 
the at least one Subcomponent and the at least one reviewed 
Subcomponent, or the like. 
I0085. In a further example, FIG. 16 illustrates a computer 
program product 1600 embodied on a non-transitory com 
puter usable medium, the non-transitory computer usable 
medium having stored thereon a sequence of instructions 
which, when executed by a processor causes the processor to 
execute a method of change evaluation of an electronic design 
for verification confirmation that has been subject to modifi 
cation. The computer program product embodied on a non 
transitory computer usable medium comprises the steps of 
receiving 1610 the electronic design comprised at least in part 
of a hierarchy having at least one Subcomponent, receiving 
1612 a banked signature of data representative of the at least 
one Subcomponent and receiving 1614 a verification history 
of the electronic design. The computer program product 
embodied on a non-transitory computer usable medium uses 
a computer processor 1616 to receive 1618 at least one modi 
fication of the at least one Subcomponent. The computer 
program product embodied on a non-transitory computer 
usable medium further comprises the steps of generating 
1620 a current signature of data representative of the at least 
one Subcomponent in response to the at least one modifica 
tion, determining 1622 a difference based at least in part upon 
the current signature and the banked signature and tracking 
1624 at least one lineal subcomponent that is hierarchically 
related to the at least one Subcomponent in response to the 
determined difference and effected by the at least one modi 
fication of the at least one Subcomponent. Further, the com 
puter program product embodied on a non-transitory com 
puter usable medium comprises the steps of providing 1626 a 
consequence log based at least in part upon the determined 
difference and the at least one lineal subcomponent, where 
the consequence log indicates an effect upon the electronic 
design resulting from the at least one modification of the at 
least one Subcomponent and assessing 1628 a verification 
delta based at least in part upon the consequence log and the 
Verification history. The hierarchical relations may comprise 
at least a system level, an architectural level, a dataflow level, 
an electrical level, a device level and a technology level. 
I0086. In another example, FIG. 17 illustrates a computer 
based system 1700 of confirming verification based on 
change evaluation of an electronic design that has been Sub 
ject to modification, comprising, a computer processor 1710 
to execute a set of program code instructions, a memory 1712 
to hold the program code instructions, in which the program 
code instructions comprises program code, to receive 1714 
the electronic design comprised at least in part of a hierarchy 
having at least one subcomponent and to receive 1716 a 
banked signature of data representative of the at least one 
Subcomponent. The computer processor is used to receive 
1718 at least one modification of the at least one subcompo 
nent, to generate 1720 a current signature of data representa 
tive of the at least one Subcomponent in response to the at least 
one modification, to determine 1722 a difference based at 
least in part upon the current signature and the banked signa 
ture and to evaluate 1724 an equivalence base at least in part 
upon the at least one Subcomponent and the at least one 
modified subcomponent in response to determined differ 
ence. The computer processor is further used to track 1726 at 
least one lineal subcomponent that is hierarchically related to 
the at least one modified Subcomponent in response to the 
determined difference and the evaluated equivalence and to 
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provide 1728 a consequence log based at least in part upon the 
determined difference, the evaluated equivalence and the at 
least one lineal Subcomponent, where the consequence log 
indicates an effect upon the electronic design resulting from 
the at least one modification of the at least one Subcomponent. 
0087 FIG. 18 illustrates the determination 1800 of a dif 
ference in banked 1810 and current signature 1812. The dif 
ference determination of the signatures 1814 may be a cryp 
tographic signature, time stamp signature, bit copy signature 
or the like. It is envisioned that the signature of the file may be 
calculated in other ways. 
0088 FIG. 19 illustrates that the equivalence evaluation 
1900 between the original subcomponent 1910 and the 
reviewed subcomponent 1912 may be based upon recogniz 
ing 1914 the structural layout of said at least one subcompo 
nent and said at least one modified Subcomponent. 
0089 FIG. 20 illustrates that the equivalence evaluation 
2000 between the original subcomponent 2010 and the 
reviewed Subcomponent 2012 may be based upon mapping 
2014 of eigenvalues of said at least one Subcomponent and 
said at least one modified Subcomponent. 
0090 FIG. 21 illustrates that the equivalence evaluation 
2100 between the original subcomponent 2110 and the 
reviewed Subcomponent 2112 may be based upon mappings 
2114 between behavioral and electrical domains and calcu 
lating of deviation between the behavioral and electrical 
implementation of said at least one Subcomponent and said at 
least one modified Subcomponent. 
0091 FIG. 22 illustrates that the equivalence evaluation 
2200 between the original subcomponent 2210 and the 
reviewed Subcomponent 2212 may be based upon mappings 
2214 of a netlist of the at least one subcomponent and the at 
least one reviewed Subcomponent. 
0092 FIG. 23 illustrates that the equivalence evaluation 
2300 between the original subcomponent 2310 and the 
reviewed Subcomponent 2312 may be based upon mappings 
2314 of a matrix stamp of the at least one Subcomponent and 
the at least one reviewed Subcomponent. 
0093 FIG. 24 illustrates a schematic of PMIC test 
bench1. This schematic has 2 instances: PMIC and PMIC 
TB, shown in FIGS. 25 and 26. 
0094 FIG.25 illustrates one possible configuration or rep 
resentation of the design hierarchy for PMIC testbench1. 
The PMIC TB design representation Schematic1 includes 
TB stimulus measure Behavioral va view and TB system 
Schematic customer1. PMIC Schematic behavioral design 
configuration includes the LDO, Battery Supervisor, and 
Voltage reference blocks. 
0095 FIG. 26 illustrates an alternate possible configura 
tion where the PMIC configuration does not change but now 
PMICTB Schematic behavioral uses TB stimulus mea 
sure Behavioral vams view and TB system Behavioral 
Vams customer2 view. As with changes to the electronic 
design, changes in portions of PMIC TB are relevant in the 
case of the change impacting the specific configuration used 
in a given verification run. Changes to the test bench configu 
rations effect changes equivalent to changes in the electronic 
design. Different test benches may be utilized for blocks 
within the design hierarchy such as for the LDO or the LDO 
Amplifier. 
0096 FIG. 27 illustrates a computer implemented method 
2700 of change evaluation of an electronic design for verifi 
cation confirmation, comprising the steps of receiving 2710 a 
representation of the electronic design comprised at least in 
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part of a hierarchy having at least one Subcomponent, receiv 
ing 2712 along with the representation of the electronic 
design, at least one test harness model to test the at least one 
Subcomponent and employing 2714 a banked signature of 
data representative of the at least one Subcomponent and the 
at least one test harness model. The method also includes the 
steps of receiving 2716 at least one review request of the at 
least one Subcomponent and the at least one test harness 
model, generating 2718 a current signature of data represen 
tative of the at least one Subcomponent and the at least one test 
harness model in response to the at least one review request, 
determining 2720 a difference based at least in part upon the 
current signature and the banked signature and evaluating 
2722 an equivalence of the at least one subcomponent and the 
at least one reviewed Subcomponent. The at least one test 
harness model may be analog, digital and/or mixed signal. 
The representation of the electronic design may also be ana 
log, digital and/or mixed signal. 
0097 While the making and using of various exemplary 
examples of the disclosure are discussed herein, it is to be 
appreciated that the present disclosure provides concepts 
which may be described in a wide variety of specific contexts. 
Although the disclosure has been shown and described with 
respect to a certain example, it is obvious that equivalents and 
modifications will occur to others skilled in the art upon the 
reading and understanding of the specification. The present 
disclosure includes Such equivalents and modifications, and 
is limited only by the scope of the following claims. 
I0098. It is to be understood that the method and apparatus 
may be practiced locally or remotely and that the data for 
steps may be stored either locally or remotely. For purposes of 
clarity, detailed descriptions of functions, components, and 
systems familiar to those skilled in the applicable arts are not 
included. The methods and apparatus of the disclosure pro 
vide one or more advantages including which are not limited 
to, improved speed efficiency, decreased computation, 
decreased number of re-verifications and the like. While the 
disclosure has been described with reference to certain illus 
trative examples, those described herein are not intended to be 
construed in a limiting sense. For example, variations or 
combinations of steps or materials in the examples shown and 
described may be used in particular cases while not departing 
from the disclosure. Various modifications and combinations 
of the illustrative examples as well as other advantages and 
examples will be apparent to persons skilled in the arts upon 
reference to the drawings, description, and claims. 

1. A computer implemented method of change evaluation 
of an electronic design for verification confirmation, compris 
ing the steps of 

receiving at least one Subcomponent of said electronic 
design; 

employing a banked signature of data representative of said 
at least one Subcomponent; 

receiving a review request of said at least one Subcompo 
nent; 

generating a current signature of said data representative of 
said at least one Subcomponent; and 

determining a difference based at least in part upon said 
current signature and said banked signature. 

2. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 1, further comprising the step of updating said banked 
signature to match said current signature based at least in part 
upon said determined difference. 
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3. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 1, wherein said banked signature is a cryptographic 
signature. 

4. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 1, wherein said banked signature is a timestamp. 

5. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 1, wherein said banked signature is a bit copy. 

6. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 1, wherein said electronic design is analog. 

7. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 1, wherein said electronic design is mixed signal. 

8. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 1, wherein said electronic design is digital. 

9. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 1, further comprising the step of 

generating data representative of said at least one Subcom 
ponent based at least in part upon said banked signature. 

10. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 1, wherein said employing said banked signature com 
prises generating said banked signature. 

11. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 1, wherein said generating said current signature is 
performed in response to at least one user's request. 

12. A computer implemented method of change evaluation 
of an electronic design file for design verification confirma 
tion prior to fabrication of an electronic circuit defined by the 
electronic design file, comprising the steps of: 

receiving, at the processor, said electronic design file defin 
ing the electronic circuit comprised at least in part of a 
hierarchy of the electronic circuit having at least one 
subcomponent of the electronic circuit, wherein the 
electronic design file defines a functional level elec 
tronic design of the electronic circuit; 

employing, at the processor, a banked signature of data 
representative of said at least one Subcomponent of the 
electronic circuit defined by the electronic design file; 

generating, at the processor, a current signature of said data 
representative of said at least one Subcomponent of the 
electronic circuit defined by the electronic design file; 

determining, at the processor, a difference based at least in 
part upon said current signature associated with the elec 
tronic design file and said banked signature associated 
with the electronic design file; and 

tracking, at the processor, at least one lineal Subcomponent 
of the electronic circuit defined by the electronic design 
file that is hierarchically related to said at least one 
subcomponent of the electronic circuit defined by the 
electronic design file in response to said determined 
difference. 

13. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the functional electronic design for Verification con 
firmation of claim 12, further comprising the step of deter 
mining a verification history of said functional electronic 
design. 
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14. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the functional electronic design for Verification con 
firmation of claim 12, wherein said at least one Subcomponent 
defined by the electronic design file comprises a definition 
that has multiple levels of abstraction. 

15. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the functional electronic design for Verification con 
firmation of claim 12, wherein said at least one lineal sub 
component defined by the electronic design file is for a higher 
level of abstraction. 

16. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the functional electronic design for Verification con 
firmation of claim 12, wherein said at least one lineal sub 
component defined by the electronic design file is for a lower 
level of abstraction. 

17. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the functional electronic design for Verification con 
firmation of claim 12, further comprising the step of receiving 
a verification history of said functional electronic design. 

18. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the functional electronic design for Verification con 
firmation of claim 17, further comprising the step of receiving 
at least one modification of said at least one Subcomponent 
defined by the electronic design file. 

19. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the functional electronic design for Verification con 
firmation of claim 18, further comprising the step of evaluat 
ing an equivalence of said at least one Subcomponent defined 
by the electronic design file and said at least one modified 
subcomponent defined by the electronic design file. 

20. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the functional electronic design for Verification con 
firmation of claim 19, further comprising the step of provid 
ing a consequence log based at least in part upon said 
determined difference, said evaluated equivalence and said at 
least one lineal subcomponent defined by the electronic 
design file, wherein said consequence log indicates an effect 
upon said functional electronic design resulting from said at 
least one modification of said at least one Subcomponent 
defined by the electronic design file. 

21. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the functional electronic design for Verification con 
firmation of claim 20, further comprising the step of deter 
mining a verification delta based at least in part upon said 
consequence log and said verification history. 

22. A computer implemented method of change evaluation 
of an electronic design for verification confirmation, compris 
ing the steps of 

receiving said electronic design comprised at least in part 
of a hierarchy having at least one Subcomponent; 

employing a banked signature of data representative of said 
at least one Subcomponent; 

receiving at least one review request of said at least one 
Subcomponent; 

generating a current signature of data representative of said 
at least one Subcomponent in response to said at least one 
review request; 

determining a difference based at least in part upon said 
current signature and said banked signature; and 

evaluating an equivalence of said at least one Subcompo 
nent and said at least one reviewed Subcomponent. 

23. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 22, wherein said equivalence evaluation comprises rec 
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component of the electronic circuit defined by the elec 
tronic design file, wherein said consequence log indi 
cates an effect upon said functional level electronic 
design resulting from said at least one modification of 
said at least one Subcomponent of the electronic circuit 
defined by the electronic design file; and 

ognizing a structural layout of said at least one Subcomponent 
and said at least one reviewed Subcomponent. 

24. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 22, wherein said equivalence evaluation comprises 
mapping of eigenvalues of said at least one Subcomponent 
and said at least one reviewed Subcomponent. 

25. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 22, wherein said equivalence evaluation comprises 
mapping of a netlist of said at least one Subcomponent and 
said at least one reviewed Subcomponent. 

26. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 22, wherein said equivalence evaluation comprises 
mapping of a matrix stamp of said at least one Subcomponent 
and said at least one reviewed Subcomponent. 

27. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 22, wherein said equivalence evaluation comprises 
defining mappings between behavioral and electrical 
domains and calculating of deviation between the behavioral 
and electrical implementation of said at least one Subcompo 
nent and said at least one reviewed Subcomponent. 

28. A computer program product embodied on a non-tran 
sitory computer usable medium, said non-transitory com 
puter usable medium having stored thereon a sequence of 
instructions which, when executed by a processor causes said 
processor to execute a method of change evaluation of an 
electronic design file prior to fabrication of an electronic 
circuit defined by the electronic design file for design verifi 
cation confirmation that has been Subject to modification, said 
method comprising the steps of 

receiving said electronic design file defining the electronic 
circuit comprised at least in part of a hierarchy having at 
least one Subcomponent of the electronic circuit, 
wherein the electronic design file defines a functional 
level electronic design of the electronic circuit; 

employing a banked signature of data representative of said 
at least one Subcomponent of the electronic circuit 
defined by the electronic design file; 

receiving a verification history of said functional level 
electronic design; and 

using a computer processor to receive at least one modifi 
cation of said at least one Subcomponent of the elec 

assessing averification deltabased at least in part upon said 
consequence log and said verification history. 

29. The computer program product embodied on the non 
transitory computerusable medium of claim 28, wherein said 
hierarchical relations comprises at least a system level, an 
architectural level, a dataflow level, an electrical level, a 
device level and a technology level. 

30. A computer-based system of confirming design verifi 
cation based on change evaluation of an electronic design file 
prior to fabrication of an electronic circuit defined by the 
electronic design file that has been Subject to modification, 
comprising: 

a computer processor to execute a set of program code 
instructions; 

a memory to hold said program code instructions, in which 
said program code instructions comprises program 
code; 

to receive said electronic design file defining the electronic 
circuit comprised at least in part of a hierarchy of the 
electronic circuit having at least one Subcomponent of 
the electronic circuit, wherein the electronic design file 
defines a functional level electronic design of the elec 
tronic circuit; 

to employ a banked signature of data representative of said 
at least one Subcomponent of the electronic circuit 
defined by the electronic design file; 

to use said computer processor to receive at least one modi 
fication of said at least one Subcomponent of the elec 
tronic circuit defined by the electronic design file; 

to generate a current signature of data representative of said 
at least one Subcomponent of the electronic circuit 
defined by the electronic design file in response to said at 
least one modification; 

to determine a difference based at least in part upon said 
current signature associated with the electronic design 
file and said banked signature associated with the elec 
tronic design file; 

tronic circuit defined by the electronic design file; 
generating a current signature of data representative of said 

at least one Subcomponent of the electronic circuit 
defined by the electronic design file in response to said at 
least one modification; 

determining a difference based at least in part upon said 
current signature associated with the electronic design 
file and said banked signature associated with the elec 
tronic design file; 

tracking at least one lineal Subcomponent of the electronic 
circuit defined by the electronic design file that is hier 
archically related to said at least one Subcomponent of 
the electronic circuit defined by the electronic design file 
in response to said determined difference and effected 
by said at least one modification of said at least one 
subcomponent of the electronic circuit defined by the 
electronic design file; 

providing a consequence log based at least in part upon said 
determined difference and said at least one lineal sub 

to evaluate an equivalence base at least in part upon said at 
least one subcomponent of the electronic circuit defined 
by the electronic design file and said at least one modi 
fied subcomponent of the electronic circuit defined by 
the electronic design file in response to determined dif 
ference; 

to track at least one lineal Subcomponent of the electronic 
circuit defined by the electronic design file that is hier 
archically related to said at least one modified subcom 
ponent of the electronic circuit defined by the electronic 
design file in response to said determined difference and 
said evaluated equivalence; and 

to provide a consequence log based at least in part upon 
said determined difference, said evaluated equivalence 
and said at least one lineal Subcomponent of the elec 
tronic circuit defined by the electronic design file, 
wherein said consequence log indicates an effect upon 
said electronic design resulting from said at least one 
modification of said at least one Subcomponent. 
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31. A computer implemented method of change evaluation 
of an electronic design for Verification confirmation, compris 
ing the steps of 

receiving a representation of said electronic design com 
prised at least in part of a hierarchy having at least one 
Subcomponent; 

receiving along with said representation of said electronic 
design, at least one test harness model to test said at least 
one Subcomponent; 

employing a banked signature of data representative of said 
at least one Subcomponent and said at least one test 
harness model; 

receiving at least one review request of said at least one 
Subcomponent and said at least one test harness model; 

generating a current signature of data representative of said 
at least one Subcomponent and said at least one test 
harness model in response to said at least one review 
request; 
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determining a difference based at least in part upon said 
current signature and said banked signature; and 

evaluating an equivalence of said at least one Subcompo 
nent and said at least one reviewed Subcomponent. 

32. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 31, wherein said at least one test harness model is 
analog. 

33. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim31, wherein said at least one test harness model is mixed 
signal. 

34. The computer implemented method of change evalua 
tion of the electronic design for verification confirmation of 
claim 31, wherein said at least one test harness model is 
digital. 


